The title compound, K 5 EuLi 2 F 10 , belongs to so-called selfactivated materials containing lanthanoid ions within the matrix. A common feature of these systems is a large separation between the closest lanthanoid ions, which is one of the crucial factors governing the self-quenching of luminescence. The crystal structure of K 5 EuLi 2 F 10 is isotypic with other K 5 RELi 2 F 10 compounds (RE = Nd, Pr). As expected from the lanthanoid contraction, the unit-cell volume for crystal with Eu 3+ ions is the smallest of the three structures. Accordingly, the corresponding interatomic RE-RE distances are shorter. In the structure, distorted EuF 8 dodecahedra and two different LiF 4 tetrahedra, all with m symmetry, are present, forming sheets parallel to (100). The isolated EuF 8 dodecahedra exhibit a mean Eu-F distance of 2.356 Å . The K + cations are located within and between the sheets, leading to highly irregular KF x polyhedra (x = 8-9) around the alkali metal cations.
Related literature
The structure of the isotypic Nd analogue was reported by Hong & McCollum (1979) ; for the structure of the Pr analogue, see: Gagor (2009) . For background to bond-valence calculations, see: Brown (1992 Brown ( , 2002 ; Mattausch et al. (1991) . Synthetic details were described by Ryba-Romanowski et al. (2007) .
Experimental
Crystal data 6.8805 (2), 2× 6.8721 (2), 2× 7.7356 (2) and 4× 7.8353 (2) Å. The bond valence sums of all metal atoms have been calculated from the received structure model on the basis of the bond-valence method (Brown, 1992 (Brown, , 2002 Mattausch et al., 1991) 
Eu 2.81, K1 1.06, K2 1.00, K3 1.09 and Li 1.16 v.u. The Eu ion is slightly under-bonded. The lower value of Eu valence may be associated with the distorted surrounding of this cation. When such distortions occur, the equal-valence rule is not strictly obeyed (Brown, 1992) .
Preparation details were taken from Ryba-Romanowski et al. (2007) . The K 5 EuLi 2 F 10 crystal was grown from commercially available KF, EuF3 and LiF (Aldrich 99.99%, anhydrous) using the Bridgman method. The reagents were heated at 923 K (melting point 813 K) in a graphite crucible under argon atmosphere. The pulling rate was 1mm/h, the temperature gradient 100 %/cm.
Refinement
In the final Fourier map, the highest peak is 0.60 Å from atom Eu1 and the deepest hole is 0.63 Å from the same atom. Figures   Fig. 1 . Crystal packing in K 5 EuLi 2 F 10 as seen down the c axis. The thermal ellipsoids have been drawn at the 50% probability level. 
Special details
Geometry. All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes) are estimated using the full covariance matrix. The cell esds are taken into account individually in the estimation of esds in distances, angles and torsion angles; correlations between esds in cell parameters are only used when they are defined by crystal symmetry. An approximate (isotropic) treatment of cell esds is used for estimating esds involving l.s. planes.
Refinement. Refinement of F
2 against ALL reflections. The weighted R-factor wR and goodness of fit S are based on F 2 , conventional R-factors R are based on F, with F set to zero for negative F 2 . The threshold expression of F 2 > σ(F 2 ) is used only for calculating Rfactors(gt) etc. and is not relevant to the choice of reflections for refinement. R-factors based on F 2 are statistically about twice as large as those based on F, and R-factors based on ALL data will be even larger.
To eliminate the weak reflections measured at high theta angles a 2theta limit was applied during structure refinement. The refinement on the whole data set (2theta = 47°) only slightly improved the standard deviations. Concluding, it was decided to refine the structure using a maximum measured 2theta limit. For completeness calculations the 2theta threshold was set to 28. 
Fractional atomic coordinates and isotropic or equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (

